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Disorder-induced critical phenomena in magnetically glassy Cu-Al-Mn alloys
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Measurements of magnetic hysteresis loops in Cu-Al-Mn alloys of different Mn content at low temperatures
are presented. The loops are smooth and continuous above a certain temperature, but exhibit a magnetization
discontinuity below that temperature. Scaling analysis suggest that this system displays a disorder-induced
phase transition line. Measurements allow one to determine the critical exponentsb50.0360.01 andbd
50.460.1, which coincide with those reported recently in a different system, thus supporting the existence of
universality for disorder-induced critical points.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Beyond equilibrium, the response of a physical system
an external applied force shows hysteresis. Close to the
independent limit, when thermal fluctuations do not cont
the kinetics of the system, the hysteresis path is reproduc
from cycle to cycle. This athermal behavior is observed,
instance, in the magnetization reversal through a first-or
transition in many magnetic systems at low enough temp
tures. Modeling the shape of the hysteresis loops is a diffi
problem that has attracted a great deal of interest for m
years. Theoretical studies of the zero-temperature~absence
of thermal fluctuations! hysteresis in a number of lattic
models with different kinds of quenched disorder~random
fields,1 random bonds,2 random anisotropies,3 etc.! have
shown that by increasing the strength of disorder, the hys
esis loops change from displaying a discontinuous jump
the magnetization reversal~ferromagnetic character! to be-
having smoothly with the applied field. This change has b
interpreted as a disorder-induced nonequilibrium phase t
sition. For this phase transition, critical exponents cor
sponding to different models have been computed from
merical simulations and renormalization-group metho
Moreover, universal scaling has been predicted. For insta
for short-range 3D models4 b50.03560.028 andbd51.81
60.32, whereas for mean-field models5 b51/2 and bd
53/2.

In contrast to the considerable amount of theoretical
search, only very few experimental works have been devo
to corroborate the actual existence of disorder-induced ph
transitions in the hysteresis loop. Obrado´ et al.6 showed that
the hysteresis loops in the magnetically glassy phase of
Al-Mn change with increasing disorder~related to the alloy
composition! as predicted by the models. However, no cr
cal exponents were estimated in that work. Later, Bergeet
al.7 studied the effect of magnetic disorder on the rever
process in Co/CoO bilayers. In this case, the antiferrom
netic CoO layer allows a reversible tuning of disorder
temperature variation. They prove the existence
hysteresis-loop criticality and determine critical exponen
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224406~5!/$20.00 67 2244
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Nevertheless, the obtained exponents (b50.02260.006 and
bd50.3060.03) show important discrepancies with the th
oretical predictions. Therefore more effort is needed in
experimental analysis of other candidates in order to confi
the existence of disorder induced phase transitions as
dicted by theory.

In this paper, we present magnetic hysteresis loops
different compositions and temperatures below the freez
temperature in a Cu-Al-Mn alloy. A critical transition lin
associated with the onset of a discontinuity in the hystere
loop in the temperature-field-composition space has been
termined, and the critical exponents have been obtained f
the scaling of the magnetization curves. Our exponents s
a remarkable agreement with the previous experime
estimates,7 thus supporting the idea of universality in suc
disorder induced transitions. Results also indicate thatT50
theoretical models may lack an essential physical ingred
in order to account for finite temperature measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A Cu66.6Al 20.4Mn 13.0 single crystal has been grown by th
Bridgman method. The crystallographic structure isL21
(Fm3m) which can be viewed as four interpenetrated f
sublattices.6 From the ingot, a parallelepiped specimena
.3.4 mm,b.2.4 mm, andc.2.2 mm! has been cut using a
low-speed diamond saw, witha and b oriented along the
@001# and@110# directions, respectively. The sample was a
nealed for 10 min at 1080 K, quenched in a mixture of i
and water, and aged at room temperature for several da

The magnetic properties of Cu-Al-Mn arise from loca
ized magnetic moments at Mn-atoms. These moments
coupled through an oscillating effective Ruderman-Kitt
Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! interaction.8 Due to nonstoichiom-
etry, Mn atoms are not uniformly distributed on one of t
L21 sublattice sites.9 This atomic disorder leads to the coe
istence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactio
which is at the origin of the glassy behavior observed at l
temperatures.10
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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The magnetization as a function of temperature and m
netic field has been measured with a superconducting q
tum interference device magnetometer. Results prese
here have been corrected for demagnetizing field effe
Figure 1 shows the behavior of the zero-field-cooled~ZFC!
and field cooled~FC! susceptibilities as a function of tem
perature. Measurements have been done by applying a
of 100 Oe. The different symbols correspond to the fi
applied in the@001# and@110# crystallographic directions. No
significant anisotropy is observed. The ZFC and FC cur
split at a temperature of 43 K below the position of thex
peak at;55 K. The splitting confirms the onset of irrever
ibility and the glassy behavior at low temperatures. Mo
over, the inset shows an enlarged view of the FC susce
bility in this glassy region. The existence of a minimum
this curve indicates that, along this metastable path, there
tendency for the system to develop a field induced ferrom
netic component at low temperatures. No indication of su
a tendency can be observed in the ZFC curve.

Figure 2 shows a series of examples of the central par
hysteresis cycles at selected temperatures in the range
5 K up to 110 K. Each loop has been obtained by cool
from 150 K in the absence of an external field down to
selected temperature and slowly varying the field from
→50 kOe→250 kOe→50 kOe. This allows one to obtai
the virgin magnetization curve and the full hysteresis loo

Above 40 kOe~and below240 kOe! the loops show
already a reversible behavior. Nevertheless, saturation o
magnetization is still not reached at 50 kOe, as can be see
Fig. 3. Such a reversible behavior is a signature of the e
tence of antiferromagnetic interactions. To a high degree
accuracy, the loops are symmetric under inversion of
magnetization and field axis. Moreover, we have chec
that loops are reproducible and that no significant relaxa
effects occur for field sweeping rates in the range 0.25–
Oe/s. Note first that aboveT.43 K no hysteresis effects ar
observed, consistently with the behavior ofx(T) in Fig. 1.
Second, the loops in the range from 15 to 45 K are typica
a glassy system while atT,15 K the loops display a jump
associated with the field induced ferromagnetic compon

FIG. 1. ZFC and FC low-field susceptibility of a Cu66.6Al 20.4Mn

13.0 single crystal withH5100 Oe along the@001# (d) and @110#
(s) crystallographic directions. The inset reveals the existence
minimum atTc.15 K in the FC curve.
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FIG. 2. Central part of the hysteresis cycles at different tempe
tures of a Cu66.6Al 20.4Mn13.0 single crystal, obtained after coolin
in the absence of an external field and slowly varying the field fr
0→50 kOe→250 kOe→50 kOe.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis cycle of a Cu66.6Al 20.4Mn13.0 single crystal
obtained atT512 K after a zero-field cooling, illustrating that mag
netization does not saturate for fields up to 50 kOe but show
reversible behavior foruHu*40 kOe. The inset shows a magnifie
view of the region of high applied fields (.20 kOe! with the same
units.
6-2
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DISORDER-INDUCED CRITICAL PHENOMENA IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 224406 ~2003!
This becomes more pronounced as the temperature is
ered. On the other hand, the virgin curves do not show
signature of a ferromagnetic component, in agreement w
the behavior of the ZFC susceptibility in Fig. 1.

The characterization of the onset of the ferromagne
component is presented in Fig. 4, where we show the be
ior of the estimated coercive fieldHcoe(T) and the magneti-
zation jumpDM (T) as a function of temperature.11 The co-
ercive field exhibits a peak atTc.13 K which, within the
errors, coincides with the temperature whereDM vanishes
and is close to the position of the minimum in the FC s
ceptibility. These results corroborate the existence of a c
tinuous phase transition which occurs within the glas
phase at nonzero applied field.

III. SCALING ANALYSIS

In order to understand the role played by the configu
tional disorder and/or thermal fluctuations in this transition

FIG. 4. Behavior of the coercive fieldHcoe and the magnetiza
tion jumpDM as a function of temperature of a Cu66.6Al 20.4Mn13.0

single crystal. The continuous line is a fit of the integral of Eq.~3!,
and the discontinuous line is a guide to the eyes.

FIG. 5. x2T phase diagram for the Cu-Al-Mn system at lo
temperatures. The measured compositions and temperatures a
dicated by dots (d data used in the scaling analysis;s data not
used!. The continuous line, which separates loops with and with
hysteresis, is taken from Ref. 10. The dashed line, which sepa
loops with and without a jump, has been estimated in the pre
work. The solid squares (j) correspond to the values ofTc(x)
determined from the scaling analysis.
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is important to study results corresponding to other com
sitions for which the different stoichiometry give rise to di
ferent degrees of disorder. Besides the measurements
sented above corresponding tox513.0%, we have used dat
for polycrystalline samples withx53.0%, x56.3%, andx
59.0%, published previously.6 The behavior of the hyster
esis loops for these samples is compiled in Fig. 5. In t
figure, the continuous line is an estimation of the freez
temperature obtained from the susceptibility maxima~from
Fig. 1 and from Ref. 10!. To a good approximation, this
temperature determines the spin freezing temperature in
low concentration region, and thus it separates the revers
magnetization curves from those that exhibit hystere
However, for concentrations larger than 8%, as can be s
in Fig. 1, the position of the peak overestimates the temp
ture where irreversibility occurs. Besides, the dashed
located at lower temperatures separates the smooth hyste
loops from those that display a discontinuous jump.

To characterize the critical behavior we have performe
scaling analysis of theM (H) curves. The direct fitting of the
b exponent from theDM vs T data ~in Fig. 4! does not
provide reliable estimates ofb since the values ofDM are
strongly influenced by the numerical procedure used in
extrapolations.11 For a fixed Mn content, the distance to th
critical point is measured through the reduced tempera

in-

t
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FIG. 6. Scaling of the hysteresis loops corresponding to diff
ent temperatures and compositions as indicated by the legend
two sets of data correspond to theT.Tc(x) ~lower! and T
,Tc(x) ~upper and multiplied by a factor 10!. Solid and open sym-
bols stand for theM1 and M2 branches, respectively. The ins
shows in log-log scale the behavior ofHcoe(x,T) when approaching
Tc(x) for different values ofx. The lines have a slopebd50.4.
6-3
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t5@T2Tc(x)#/Tc(x) and reduced field h5@H
2Hcoe(x,T)#/Hcoe(x,T). The standard scaling hypothesis1,7

for the positive and negative hysteresis loop branche
M 65tbM6(h/tbd). In order to scale data for different com
positions, we generalize the preceding expression to inc
the fact that the magnetic momentm(x) depends on the Mn
content. Renormalization of the magnetization by a fac
m(x) yields the following scaling hypothesis:

M 65m~x!tbM6@h/m~x!dtbd#. ~1!

This hypothesis is tested in Fig. 6, where we have rep
sented in a log-log scaleM /mtb versush/mdtbd. Data cor-
respond to scaling of hysteresis loops at different temp
tures and compositions, as indicated by the solid dots in
5.

A very good scaling of the curves is obtained. The b
data collapse corresponds tob50.0360.01 andbd50.4
60.1. The upper curve in Fig. 6~which has been shifted b
a factor of 10 in the vertical scale for clarity! corresponds to
T,Tc(x) data and the lower curve toT.Tc(x) data. Solid
~open! symbols correspond toM1 (M2) branches. The val-
ues of m(x) for each of the studied composition are es
mated using the derivative with respect toH of Eq. ~1!:

m~x!}F S ]M6

]H D
Hcoe

HcoeG 1/(12d)

t2b. ~2!

The obtained values, except for a multiplicative factor,
m(x56.3%)50.566, m(x59.0%)50.575, and m(x
512.9%)50.625. The numerical estimations ofTc(x), ob-
tained from the improvement of the collapses in Fig. 6,
Tc(x56.3%)50.5 K, Tc(x59.0%)56.0 K, and Tc(x
513.0%)513.2 K. These values are shown in Fig. 5
solid squares. It is important to note that the collapse of
data corresponding tox513.0%, considered separately fro
the other compositions~without the need of fittingm), ren-
der values ofb andbd within the same error bars.

An independent method to check the consistency of
scaling is to analyze the critical behavior of theHcoe(x,T)
surface. According to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
suming the standard scaling behavior for the entropy and
magnetization, and using Griffiths equality,12 one obtains

S ]Hcoe~x,T!

]T D
x

;tbd21. ~3!

Integration yields@Hcoe(x,T)2Hc(x)#/Hc(x);tbd, where
Hc(x)5Hcoe„x,Tc(x)…. The consistency of the data with th
predicted power-law behavior is checked in the inset of F
6. The straight lines have a slope ofbd50.4. For thex
513% case, for which the amount of data is larger, we
perform a linear fit of such a behavior, renderingHc(x
513.0%)5560615 Oe. The fit is shown as a continuou
line in Fig. 4.

Figure 7 shows the complete (H,T,x) metastable phas
diagram. The continuous line across the (x,T) plane is the
estimation of the freezing temperatures already shown in
5. The thick line is the line of critical points, at the edge
the first-order transition surface~shaded!, where the magne
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tization exhibits a discontinuity. The projection of this crit
cal line on theH50 plane, which corresponds to the dash
line of Fig. 5, is also shown here as a dashed line.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have reported measurement
hysteresis loops in Cu-Al-Mn alloys. The results have be
interpreted in terms of a disorder-induced phase transit
and the critical exponents characterising the transition h
been estimated through a scaling analysis.

The obtained values of the exponentsb andbd are coin-
cident, within the errors, to those reported recently in
study of Co/CoO bilayers.7 In that case, the authors argu
that their system exhibits a disorder-induced phase transit
The amount of disorder is controlled through the antifer
magnetic order of the CoO layer, which changes when
temperature crosses the Ne´el point. In our case we can gues
a similar origin, since it is known that ferromagnetism a
antiferromagnetism coexist in nonstoichiometric Heus
alloys.6,13–15This hypothesis is also consistent with the b
havior of the hysteresis loops that become closed at r
tively small fields but do not saturate up to high fields. W
suggest that even at the low temperatures studied in
present work, the antiferromagnetically interacting mome
act as random fields on the frozen ferromagnetic mome
Temperature changes are able to alter this effective diso
causing the disorder-induced phase transition.

It should be noted that the evolution with temperature
the hysteresis loops observed in our system is opposit
those reported for Co/CoO bilayers. While in that case
loops change from behaving continuously forT,TN ~the
Néel temperature of the antiferromagnetic CoO layer! to dis-
playing a jump when the temperature is increased aboveTN ,

FIG. 7. Full (H,T,x) phase diagram. The thick continuous lin
indicates the second-order disorder induced phase transition w
projection in the (x,T) plane is shown by the dashed line. Th
continuous line across the (x,T) plane is an estimation of the freez
ing transition, where metastable hysteresis phenomena appears
thin dotted lines indicate the behavior ofHcoe for different values of
x for T.Tc(x). The grid indicates the first-order transition surfa
where discontinuity of the magnetization occurs.
6-4
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in our system the transition from continuous to discontinuo
hysteresis loops is induced by lowering temperature. T
can be understood assuming that the antiferromagnetic c
ponents of our system~essentially misplaced Mn atoms! ex-
hibit a reentrant behavior in the presence of a high eno
magnetic field,16 as suggested by the FC curve in the inset
Fig. 1. This figure indicates that the temperature at which
reentrant transition of the antiferromagnetic compone
takes place is close toTc . Therefore, whenT is lowered
below Tc , the antiferromagnetically interacting Mn atom
become aligned with the magnetic field and a signific
fraction of the magnetic disorder is removed from the s
tem.

We also want to note that the zero-temperature model
Cu-Al-Mn,6 which considers the random position of Mn a
oms on the four interpenetrated sublattices in the fcc st
tures and the coupling through an RKKY interaction, a
predicts that such a system will display a disorder indu
phase transition atT50 andx57.5%. This is very close to
the estimated value ofx for which Tc→0. As occurs with
previous experimental estimations for Co/CoO bilayers,
low value ofb is in agreement with the predicted theoretic
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